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Cinque Ports loses heart over
fundraising market plan

District Council
wins war over
Princes Parade after eight years

The final battle to save Princes
Parade appears to be over, as
permission to appeal the judicial
review of the planning permission for
the development was refused at the
beginning of December.
Continued on Page 3

by Andrew South
One of the most historic
hostelries in New Romney
has lost heart over its plans
to hold an indoor market to
raise funds for a defibrillator
in the town’s High Street.
The 18th century Cinque Ports
Arms at the western end of the
High Street had planned to hold
an indoor market over last
weekend from Friday to Sunday,
but was advised by Folkestone
& Hythe District Council that it
wouldn’t be allowed to hold the
event because of current Tier 3
regulations.
Landlady of the pub, Sharon
Epps told The Looker of her
dismay at having to cancel the
market, despite putting every
possible precaution in place.

“We had eight stall-holders
ready to sell their locally
produced items including
clothing, candles and jewellery
among other things, but now our
hopes of raising funds towards a
High Street defibrillator have
been dashed by the
Government’s regulations, and
imposed by the District Council.”
Other goodies on offer included
clothing from The Style Hut
Kent, Christmas sweets and
decorations, take-out gluhwein
and beer, personalised book
folding, perfumes and homemade savouries. Local
businesses had also pitched in
to provide some excellent prizes
for a fundraising raffle.
Sharon believes that the pub
has done everything possible to
make the venue for the market

Covid-safe.
“We were not going to serve
food or alcohol and we had
created a one-way system
through the pub, entering by
one door and exiting through
another,” she explained. “There
were only eight stall-holders, so
there was plenty of space
between them, and there are
QR codes and hand-sanitisers
on every wall. And we would be
easily able to marshall the
number of people coming in at
any one time, so we really didn’t
think there would be a problem.
“In fact what makes this doubly
frustrating is that our pub has
been used as an example of
how to be Covid-safe by the
people responsible for
enforcement of the regulations!
“I think we need a defibrillator in
Continued on Page 2
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the High Street, and even if it saves one life, our efforts would
have been worth it.”
Research has found that there is a 70 per cent better chance
of survival from a heart attack if a defibrillator has been used
to help the casualty.
“And the great thing is that anyone can use them – you just
ring the number to unlock the equipment and you are talked
through every step,” says Sharon.
But following a long exchange of e-mails between the pub
and the District Council, which involved the Trading
Standards, Public Health and Environmental Enforcement
teams, she was left with no choice but to cancel the event.
The Council stood firm in its adherence with the
Government’s regulations, which read as follows:
“The Health Protection (Coronavirus, Restrictions) (All Tiers)
(England) Regulations 2020 - SCHEDULE 3 - Tier 3
restrictions - PART 2 – ‘Closure of, and restrictions on,
businesses’, Section 10 Paragraph 4 (a) (i) states that a
person responsible for a restricted business, in this case a
pub, can carry on business which is not restricted, in this case
an indoor market, but it must be in a premises separate from
the closed business.”
So in short an indoor market cannot be run in a pub, even if it
is closed to customers for its usual service.
We contacted the Town’s Mayor, Cllr. Paul Thomas for his
view on the pub’s planned event.
“The Town Council hasn’t really been involved in this issue,
but from my own point of view, I think the District Council is
taking this decision for the right reasons,” he said. “You only
have to look at the rate of increase in infection to see how
serious the situation is – there were 27 cases in the town last
week and 25 this week – and even our MP Damian Collins
has raised concerns in the House of Commons. I think for
quite a while, we did think we were pretty immune, but now
we are front and centre of the pandemic with among the worst
infection rates in the country.
“We have had to cancel events such as the Country Fayre
and Lantern Parade this year, and VE Day, VJ Day and the
Remembrance Service have had to be held in a very different
way.”

Continued from page 1

He is however,
sympathetic with
the effort to
provide this piece
of life-saving
equipment in the
High Street,
although feels
that the town is
otherwise fairly
well-served.
“We have
defibrillators at
the Fire Station,
the school, the
Romney Marsh
Day Centre and
the doctors’
surgeries, so we
are quite well
covered.
“However, I think
as a Town Council
we would be
happy to cover
any shortfall in funds for High Street equipment, as a result of
the cancellation of this event.”
The total cost of a defibrillator, its installation and
maintenance is around £2,500 which seems a small amount if
it saves someone’s life.
The pub had prepared for this event in every Covid-safe way,
with spectacular Christmas decorations inside and outside of
the building in a bid to brighten the community’s festive
celebrations, but with Tier 3 regulations almost certain to
continue into the New Year, it looks like all that effort has been
in vain.
However, the fundraising work to ensure that a defibrillator is
available to all in the High Street will no doubt continue, and
The Looker looks forward to heralding its installation in due
course.
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Lord Justice Newey upheld the
previous judgement of Mr. Justice Dove
– refusing the appeal and upholding the
judicial review proceedings in their
entirety.
In November 2019, Folkestone & Hythe
District Council’s (F&HDC) planning
decision was upheld by the High Court
with the judge – Mrs. Justice Lieven –
rebutting the arguments for judicial
review in turn. She awarded up to
£5,000 to the Council in costs.
“I am delighted with this outcome,” said
Cllr David Monk, F&HDC Leader.
“Appropriate due diligence is always
applied by the Council when
Lord Justice Newey
considering planning decisions.
“Today’s decision draws a line under a long running saga and
provides further vindication that the process the Council followed was
correct.”
There is no other route of appeal against the decision and the Princes

Parade development can now go ahead.
Naturally enough, the Save Princes Parade campaign with 1,400
Facebook followers, is very disappointed, but accepts that this
decision represents the end of the road for the legal challenge
against the planning decision.
“However, this is but one hurdle overcome by the District Council
which still has a load of very difficult problems to deal with in
practice,” the campaigners said in a statement.
“F&HDC cannot ignore the fact that the vast majority of local people

do not want this development, as witnessed by the 2019 local
elections, because it will decimate a highly valued and much used
amenity. The true value of Princes Parade has certainly been felt
during lockdown.”
So it looks very much like not only the end of the road, but the end of
the Parade…
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Editor’s Word
Welcome to Issue 264!
I can’t believe that this will be my last Editor’s Word for 2020!
What a year it has been, although the year has not all been
doom and gloom. It started off very well for us, with our first
‘Looker Party Night’, which was if anything too successful! We
had already sold out tickets for the next one just as the
lockdown came into effect. I remember saying to people at the
time when we repaid them their ticket money, “don’t worry - a
couple of months and we will all be back!”. Well nearly 12
months on and we are still no closer to being able to get
together and let our hair down.
So I don’t want to dwell too much on the Covid issue as we look
forward to our Christmas, as I feel this has been rammed down
our throats for the past 12 months.
But I would like to take the opportunity to thank a few people.
We have all shown our respect for the key workers, in fact the
weekly ritual of standing outside and clapping seems to be a
distant memory.
But I would like to thank a few local people too, all the people
who rushed to volunteer at the three community hubs that were
set up across the district. These ordinary everyday people have
made a huge difference to the elderly and vulnerable people in
our district, just helping to sort out a prescription, or getting a
food parcel delivered and probably the main thing,
communication - just a friendly face to see when someone
comes to the door or gives them a call to check that they are
okay.
We also had plenty of shopkeepers who went the extra mile to
make sure that we all had plenty of what we needed. All the
schoolteachers who despite the fact that others were at home,
went into school to ensure that children of key workers had a
safe place to go.
The other people I want to recognise are the Council officials.
Everyone loves to moan about councillors and staff, but as
soon as the lockdown was mentioned our own District Council
bent over backwards to ensure that everything that could be
done to assist the community was done. Officers worked from
home and our bins were emptied. We all discovered the merits
of Zoom meetings (I think my record was 23 in one week!).
Everyone talked about the ‘NEW NORMAL’ - well I have almost
forgotten what normal was.
So just to finish off, as always I want to thank you, the
thousands of people who pick up our copies every two weeks;
the people who love the paper and even those who don’t (but
still pick it up so they can moan about it on social media); all our
amazing advertisers who help cover our print costs every two
weeks; and finally all the people who help with the paper every
day.
John and Ann (my parents) Andrew South, who although does
not agree with some of my journalistic approaches is truomg to
live with it(!) June Gooch, Janet Holben, Richard Grundy,
Carmella Martin, Pat Fagg, and of course our favourite
distribution lady Vicki Dawson. And everyone at TEAM
LOOKER…
Please take time to have a happy Christmas – let’s hope that
we have turned a corner and it may not be the end of this
terrible virus, but the beginning of the end.
Stay safe, and have a Happy Christmas!
David Wimble
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Dramatic
refugee rescue
at sea – by Nigel
Farage!
In what might be seen by many as the
ultimate twist of irony, border-controllerin-chief and Brexit champion Nigel
Farage was recently involved in the lifesaving rescue of two refugees, five miles
off the Kent coast.
The stricken pair were attempting to
cross the Channel in an inflatable kayak
to reach their promised land when the
vessel began to take on water. Mr Farage
revealed the extraordinary story during a
live interview with Looker editor, David
Wimble on his lunchtime Delux Radio
show.
“I’d got a call on the Sunday morning
from a friend who asked if I’d like to go
out and do a bit of sea-fishing, and I
thought ‘why not’,” Mr Farage said. “But
the weather was worse than had been
forecast, with quite a stiff easterly blowing
and choppy seas.
“We were about five miles out and I was
stunned when we spotted this tiny little
craft. We couldn’t quite make out what it
was, so we made our way towards it and
it was a little inflatable kayak – a real
cheapo job!
“They were two blokes in it who had
given up rowing – one looked like he had
given up completely. They’d obviously
bought this thing in Calais, Boulogne or
wherever, and decided to make their way
across the Channel.
“We approached them and they got a bit
excited. They got the wrong side of a
chop and the boat capsized. So there
were two guys in the water and it was a
pretty horrible few minutes, I have to tell
you.
“In the end we managed to get hold of
them, but couldn’t lift them over the
gunnels of the boat, so we got them back
them in the kayak and tied them up fore
and aft to the side of our boat until the
Border Force and RNLI came along.”
The incident provoked a rye observation
from the new Reform Party’s leader.
“They must have been wondering if

ANPR sites up for earmarking in councillors’
consultation

Migrants five miles from shore
everyone who crosses the Channel gets
greeted by Nigel Farage!
“But the truth of it is that I do, of course,
think this trade should be stopped –
these guys had set off at 3pm the
previous day. They would both have died
from hyperthermia in a couple of hours –
there was not another vessel in the area,
and I do wonder how many people are
being lost at sea that we don’t hear
about.
What did he make then of the
contribution of £28m to the French by
Home Secretary Priti Patel to help them
prevent the crossings, and what else
could be done?
“I saw the declaration a few days ago –
yet another enhanced declaration
building on previous successes they tell
us. There’s going to be more technology,
more drones, more planes, but it’s all
completely irrelevant. If, as things stand,
anybody gets over that line into UK
waters, we are prepared to accept them
and put them in many cases in four-star
hotels with flat-screen TVs - I know there
are some at Napier
Barracks but I don’t
think they’re too
happy about that!
“All the while that we
continue to accept
people who come
into the country
illegally, over 80 per
cent of whom don’t
even qualify for an
asylum refugee
application, so we
have to change the
law in this country.

enquiries@loulabellesflorist.co.uk

“Unless we do what the Australians did,
and they had the same problem – albeit
that Indonesia is further away than
Calais, the boats were bigger and the
numbers were larger – but the principles
were exactly the same. Unless we get to
the point where the Australians said ‘if
you come by this route, you will not be
allowed to stay, we will turn you around
immediately’ – unless we do that, this
trade will not stop.”
While Mr Farage’s views will be
anathema to many and see him as a
purveyor of contentious and divisive
opinion, there’s no doubt that on this
occasion he did the right thing. Refugees
among others may well wish that he
would spend more time at sea, doing
such good work…
You can hear the full Delux Radio
interview which includes his views on the
countdown to Brexit among other things
at: m.mixcloud.com/Delux_Radio/
wimble-on-the-wireless-1st-december2020-12-2pm.

33 High St, New Romney, Kent. TN28 8BW

01303 232575 01797 363399
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A measure which could help to put an end to the mindless standard
of some driving – and the consequent death toll – on roads such as
the A259 at Old Romney could be on the cards.
The General Manager of Automatic Number Plate Recognition (ANPR)
Guy Fletcher has written to councillors to canvass opinion on the use of
ANPR in the area. The technology is widely used across Kent to help
detect, deter and disrupt criminal activity at all levels which often involves
travelling criminals.
Kent Police are currently looking to expand their Automatic Number Plate
Recognition (ANPR) capability across the force area and part of this is
looking at several new cameras being installed in the area.
“Whether supportive or otherwise we would welcome feedback as part of
the Data Protection Impact Assessment process as we consider our
installation options across Kent,” says Guy Fletcher.
“Alongside our crime objectives we also utilise ANPR to support our road
safety strategies, in particular the high-risk offenders that drive whilst
disqualified, under the influence of alcohol and drugs or without
insurance.”

As a vehicle passes a police monitored ANPR camera, its registration
number is read and instantly checked against database records of
vehicles of interest. Police officers can intercept and stop a vehicle,
check it for evidence and, where necessary, make arrests. The use of
ANPR in this way has proved to be important in the detection of a wide
range of offences. The vehicle movement data is also stored enabling
intelligence analysis as part of crime investigation and analysis
processes. ANPR evidence is frequently used in court proceedings as
part of the criminal justice process.
Access to the resulting data is strictly controlled – access for up to twelve
months is subject to the authorisation of a senior officer. After 90 days,
access may only be for priority and volume crime, serious, major or
counter terrorism investigations and up to twelve months only for major
investigations and counter terrorism purposes.
“ANPR cameras are used at fixed locations and in police vehicles to
provide a mobile capability where they will be best utilised to detect, deter
and disrupt criminality,” adds Guy Fletcher. “In line with national policy, we
do not disclose details of our fixed locations, as this information is likely to
be of benefit to offenders and if known could reduce the value of ANPR to
policing.”
Councillors are being asked to provide feedback on the use of this
technology by December 18th, so do please alert your councillor as soon
as possible if you have any suggestions regarding possible ANPR
installation.
Kent Police plan to present their findings to a meeting of the District
Council in the New Year.

Doctors’ surgery
Romney Marsh
Rotary at Christmas closes due to staff
In normal times, we should now be out on the streets helping Santa to
tour the area with his sleigh, but as we all know this year is proving to be
one like no other for all of us and it is with much regret that Santa isn’t
able to make his rounds as he would wish but he is still working hard and
has sent us a video message which we have put onto our website – take
a look and see. We have also loaded the website with seasonal goodies
including parodies of three well known Christmas songs, an activity
sheet with some puzzles and jokes for younger children and an article
about our sleigh runs down the years.

sickness

In an ironic twist, some people may be surprised to hear that a doctors’
surgery has been affect by sick people inside?
This turns out to be no laughing matter, however, as these sick and
poorly people are the staff at the Sun Lane Surgery in Hythe.
The doctors’ surgery has stopped seeing patients face-to-face due to
staff being either ill or self-isolating.
However, the Surgery is still able to offer a service to its hundreds of
patients but now offers telephone consultations only, and has teamed
up with Oaklands Health Centre, also in Hythe, to continue supporting
patients.

Even in these difficult times we are
doing our best to support our local
community in the Romney Marsh
area. We have in the last few
weeks made further donations to
Porchlight, Demelza House,
Pilgrim’s Hospice and The Salvation
Army and helped with a bit of animal
welfare by giving two Teddy Bears
the chance to go to school and
support the PTA in their efforts to
raise funds. Big Ted will be the
prize in a ‘Name the Teddy’ competition and Little Ted will be part of a
raffle, both tell us they are enjoying themselves immensely and are
looking forward to their new homes when the competition winner is
declared and the raffle drawn. We have also helped a local Spar store in
their efforts to provide Christmas Hampers to local families in need of a
bit of cheering up, delivered 1,000 copies of our Christmas activity
sheets and Rotary pencils to local primary schools and collected more
In a statement the Surgery urged patients to consider whether they
than 70 toys from our members which have been delivered to the
Romney Resource Centre to be part of the initiative being organised by need to be seen by a doctor, or if it 'could wait until next week', and
The New Romney Hub and coordinated by Hythe Salvation Army.
emphasising that it has put the new measures in place to 'keep patients
and other staff safe from infection'.
Taking part in the sleigh runs has always proved to be a very worthwhile "Sun Lane Surgery is offering telephone consultations for patients but
and enjoyable experience for all of us who have taken part. The weather
face-to-face appointments have been postponed temporarily due to a
hasn’t always been kind but the children are a delight and seeing the
happiness on their faces soon turns what may have seemed to be a bit number of staff being either ill or self-isolating,” the Surgery’s statement
reads.
of a chore when the rota was drawn up into an absolute joy. We are
“The practice is working hard to ensure that key services remain
always touched too by the mums, dads, grandparents and other big
children who donate what they can and are kind enough to say how
accessible for patients who are most in need and is working in
much they enjoy the event and how it often brings back fond memories partnership with Oaklands Health Centre, which is providing additional
of their own childhood or of ones they have loved and perhaps lost. With support.
so much goodwill and positivity, we hope we can get out again next year
“Patients who are trying to call the practice may experience a delay in
and continue the tradition for many more years to come.
getting through and your phone call may be answered by a staff
The Santa Sleigh collections are our biggest fundraiser of the year and member at Oaklands.
“Please consider carefully whether your request is urgent or if it could
over the last three years we have collected more than £20,000 all of
which has been used to support over twenty local charities and good
hold until next week, or whether you can use an online service. Online
causes including Caring Altogether on Romney Marsh, Foodbanks,
services continue to be available on the practice website and we would
Young Carers, local Dementia Support groups and Paula Carr Trust all
encourage patients who can use these to do so.
working in some way for the good of our community. Every penny
“Prescriptions will continue to be processed. We will make changes to
collected goes to help those in need, none is taken for expenses or
running costs. This year we have for the first time put a ‘Donate’ button this arrangement as the situation improves.
onto our website at www.romneymarshrotary.co.uk/ , and we hope that, “We would like to apologise to all our patients for any inconvenience
and thank them for their support and understanding as we take the
while appreciating that times are hard for many, you may be able and
willing to help by making a donation, we would very much welcome any necessary steps to keep patients and other staff safe from infection and
contribution you can make and hope you all manage to make Christmas protect the NHS.”
special despite the limitations we are all living under.

Indian summer
project on film
for all to enjoy
by Andrew South
If you yearn for those lazy, hazy, crazy
days of the 2020 summer, you can relive
it in the warmth and comfort of your
own home, thanks to an excellent film
just released by fitness instructor and
environmental campaigner, India
Pearson.
Regular readers will remember her epic
summer challenge to paddle-board the
whole length of the Royal Military Canal to
raise both awareness and funds for an
issue that is particularly close to her heart
– and increasingly everyone else’s.
Like most of us, she is appalled at the
scale of litter deposited thoughtlessly and
needlessly on our beaches and waterways.
In June, she undertook her 28-mile
challenge on her paddle-board, scooping
up litter all the way and off-loading her
rubbish trove to her support team at
regular pick-up points on the bank of the
Canal. Among the ubiquitous tin cans,
plastic bottles and crisp packets were
some odd discoveries such as a full set of
fisherman’s waders and a car-tyre.
“If someone can explain how a car-tyre
ends up in the Canal, I would like to know,”
she says in the film. Wouldn’t we all?
And now she has produced a 20-minute
film of the 13-hour journey, capturing the
highs and lows of the day, and providing a

reminder what a glorious feature of the
Marsh the Canal has become, particularly
in the summer.
“It has taken a while to put the film together
with my friend Mark Coleman who filmed
the whole event, but I hope it captures the
essence of the challenge and the issues
that we were aiming to raise,” she tells me.
It certainly achieves that, although India is
no stranger to film presenting, having been
the well-informed front-person in a series
of travelogues for Holiday Extras, at even
more exotic locations than the Royal
Military Canal.
The film is, however, far more than a vanity
project showing a nice day out on the
water.

“I think it would be a fantastic resource for
school-teachers to show their pupils to ram
home the message about litter and how
damaging it is to our wildlife and
environment,” says India. “I am really keen
that the project was not just about
highlighting the problems, but providing the
solutions as well.
“And I would also like to enter it at film
festivals where there is always a variety of
categories for which this film would be
appropriate.”
“It’s in the Cannes”, I believe they say in
film circles…
She began the journey at the Canal’s
source near Pett Level in East Sussex, and
India is an excellent and articulate guide all
the way to the Canal’s end at Seabrook –
never letting the viewer forget the real
purpose of her effort. The money she
raised on the journey has paid for a ‘2
Minute Beach Clean’ board on Hythe
Seafront, and has her sights set firmly on
getting another one.
“I shall be undertaking another fundraising
challenge next year, but it will be different
to this year’s solo effort – I want it to be
much more of a community event involving
as many people as possible,” she
exclusively revealed.
So far she has only shared the final cut
with fellow paddle-boarders and the Hythe
Environmental Community Group, but it is
now out there for Looker readers to enjoy
as well – so that’ll be another 10,000 views
then. Check out
#LITTERPICKPADDLETRIP on YouTube.
You can still contribute to India’s
fundraising appeal at www.gofundme.com
and look for the 2 Minute Beach Clean
Board.

The only thank-you video in
the village!
Dymchurch Primary School used their artistic flair to create a
display board in their Library, dedicated to one of their
favourite authors, David Walliams. The idea was inspired by
Teaching Assistant, Mrs Muckett, and with the help of the
children a masterpiece was created. Mrs Moir, Office
Manager, took to Twitter via the Dymchurch Primary School
page to show David Walliams the final piece - and he loved
it!
So much so, he sent the children a video
message thanking them for their display
work, and saying how touched he was
and how fantastic it looked. The children
were in awe when they watched the video
in their classrooms, and couldn’t
believe that he was actually
speaking to them!
Mrs Deysel, Executive
Headteacher said “We haven’t
really had a celebrity message
us back before, so to have
someone as famous as David
tweet us at Dymchurch is
amazing! We worked really
hard on the display and the
children enjoy reading his
books, to the extent that we never have enough of them for
the children to read.”
The School thanked David Walliams for the time he took out
of his busy schedule to record a video message to the
children, which really means a lot to them all.
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East Kent Hospitals begin
Van-Tam’s vaccination train
journey
The East Kent Hospitals Trust at the William Harvey Hospital is
one of 50 nationally which started offering vaccination against
Covid-19 from last week – and to shamelessly plagiarise
Professor Van-Tam’s metaphor – get the passengers from the
platform onto the train.
People aged 80 and over, as well as care
home workers, were the first to receive
the jab, along with NHS workers who
are at higher risk, in what is the
biggest vaccination programme in
history.
The 50 hubs in the first wave of
vaccinations will be joined by more hospitals
over the coming weeks and months as
the programme ramps up.
“We are proud to be one of the first hospitals to begin vaccinating
against Covid-19,” Chief Executive of East Kent Hospitals, Susan
Acott told The Looker. “Our staff are working extremely hard to get
ready for this historic moment and we are privileged to be able play
a part. We will be in touch directly with eligible patients and only
those contacted directly should attend the hospital for a vaccination.”
Patients aged 80 and above who are already attending hospital as
an outpatient, and those who are being discharged home after a
hospital stay, are among the first to receive the life-saving jab.
Hospitals will also begin inviting over 80s in for a jab, and work with
care home providers to book their staff in to vaccination clinics.
Any appointments not used for these groups will be used for
healthcare workers who are at highest risk of serious illness from
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covid. All those
vaccinated will
need a booster
jab 21 days
later.
GPs and other
primary care
staff are also
being put on
standby to
start delivering the jab. A small number of GP-led primary care
networks will begin doing so this week with more practices in more
parts of the country joining in on a phased basis during December
and in the coming months.
Vaccination centres treating large numbers of patients in sporting
venues and conference centres will subsequently stand up when
further supplies of vaccine come on stream.
“Despite the huge complexities, hospitals kickstarted the first phase
of the largest scale vaccination campaign in our country’s history
from last Tuesday,” said NHS National Medical Director, Professor
Stephen Powis, who last week emphasised that the process will be
a ‘marathon and not a sprint’.
“The NHS has a strong record of delivering large scale vaccination
programmes – from the flu jab, HPV vaccine and lifesaving MMR
jabs – hardworking staff will once again rise to the challenge to
protect the most vulnerable people from this awful disease.”
The life-saving vaccine is typically delivered by a simple injection in
the shoulder but there is a complex and difficult logistical challenge
to deliver from the manufacturers Pfizer to patients.
It needs to be stored at -70C before being thawed out and can only
be moved four times within that cold chain before being used.
Health Secretary Matt Hancock is urging “everybody to play their
part to suppress this virus and follow the local restrictions to protect
the NHS while they carry out this crucial work”.

which itself had ground to a halt, as petowners were no longer going out to work or
taking holidays.
“I thought desperately about how I could
help, and my previous career had given me
great experience in setting up websites, and
I’d developed a strong network of social
media followers myself. So it seemed logical
for me to set up a crowd-funding appeal
through the justgiving platform with the time I
now had on my hands.”
The appeal has been established to help
By Andrew South
Isaac and his family through this financially
crippling time while they cope with the effort
Over the last ten years, The Looker has
of saving Isaac’s life.
brought its readers stories of courage and
“While the target is £100,000, the family
resolve in the most trying of circumstances.
won’t be able to get access to that money
These situations are often ones which are
until the target is reached or we decide to
least welcome but at the very least, can
close the appeal,” explained Amy. “So the
inspire the rest of us about the spirit of
next two or three years at least are going to
human nature – and provide a little
be extremely challenging for them.”
perspective, when not having enough
John Wilson, a long-term friend of the family
Christmas wrapping paper or having too
saw the post on Facebook about Isaac’s
small a turkey actually seems important…
diagnosis.
Exactly three months before Christmas,
“I couldn’t stop thinking about the poor lad,”
Isaac Waddington of Greatstone was a
he told me, “and wondered what I could do
typically active (nearly) seven-year-old with crying myself to sleep is not unusual…
to help Cara and the family. I decided to do a
a passion for art and nature. But on
“He
is
now
undergoing
ten-day
cycles
of
‘Walk for Isaac’ from my home in Heathfield,
September 25th, his world – and that of his
treatment at the Royal Marsden Hospital in
through Polegate to Hastings – a distance of
extraordinary loving family – changed
Surrey. Some of the chemotherapy sessions 30 miles which took me 13½ hours!
forever.
can last 24 hours, and he lost all his hair
“What I hadn’t realised was that the day I’d
“That day he had difficulty breathing, and at after the first treatment. He stays at the
decided to do the walk – November 14th that time our first thought was of course that Marsden for three days and nights, then
coincided with Isaac’s seventh birthday,
it might have something to do with Covid,”
comes home for five or six days.”
which made it even more special.”
Isaac’s mother told me. “We took him for a
Isaac and the family are in this for the long
John raised several thousand pounds for the
test in Ashford, but were so concerned that
haul, with the treatment lasting for at least
justgiving appeal, and doesn’t intend to stop
we took him to William Harvey A&E. He had another year and him possibly missing
there.
further tests including CT scans and X-rays school for two years. With surgery on his
“I’m planning to do the Three Peaks
which found some fluid on his lung, but
spine due in January, the long term
Challenge [Ben Nevis, Snowdon and Scafell
something told us it didn’t feel right.”
Pike] over a weekend next year – in good
Within hours he was rushed to the Intensive
weather conditions, of course!”
Care Unit at St. George’s Hospital in London
As if to emphasise the national interest in
where they found a large tumour on Isaac’s
Isaac’s situation, another long-time family
lung. The doctors there diagnosed one of
friend, Joanna Houseman of Cardigan Bay
the rarest of childhood cancers – around a
is taking part in the ‘Arctic Flappers Winter
hundred cases of Neuroblastoma are found
Challenge’ as part of her contribution to the
each year in the UK, mostly in children
appeal. From November to March she is
under five.
undertaking 20 sea-swims in 21 weeks, in
“The fluid around his lung had caused it to
the hope of raising around £100 for each
collapse, pushing his heart up into his chest
chilly dip.
– they had to remove two litres of fluid,” says
“When I wake up on a Saturday morning and
Cara. “The cancer had spread quickly to his
the weather is cold and wet,” she told me
from her home in Wales, “I remember the
purpose of going for that swim is to help
Isaac and his family.”
Cara has been taken by surprise by all the
prognosis for Isaac is not good, as his
help she has had so far.
weight has dropped to just two stone.
“People we don’t even know have
“He will have to be monitored for years from contributed to the appeal and have given
what I understand, and while he may have
offers of help – it’s made us feel incredibly
two or three years of remission, he will never humble and grateful for people’s
be out of hospital. After the spinal surgery,
extraordinary kindness at this time. For my
he will be in a wheelchair – but the doctors
part, I am selling my artistic efforts with
and the nursing staff have been absolutely
pebbles and pin-badges through a website
amazing.”
which Amy also helped to set up.”
The doctors, however, put Isaac’s chance of Go to www.loveisaac.co.uk to get hold of
survival at around 20-30 per cent if the
your own piece of unique artistry and help
surgery is successful…
the appeal at the same time.
In addition to this, the pandemic had
With people rooting for Isaac across the
effectively stopped Rob’s income as a
country, we know that Looker readers will
painter and decorator, and financial
also want to do their bit at a time when the
difficulties were beginning to bite. But it was Marsh community has worked hard to
spine which has put him at the most serious from an unexpected source that help came. overcome the most difficult circumstances
stage four of the disease.
Amy Larkins had known Cara since they
this year – and dig deep to help the
Isaac is a part of a very close family which
were children growing up together in
Waddington family in their many forthcoming
clearly exudes love and affection for each
Hertfordshire, and had kept in touch through hours of need…
other. Cara and husband Rob have three
Facebook.
Check in at: www.justgiving.com/
children from previous relationships, and
“We haven’t seen each other for about 25
crowdfunding/helpforisaac.
they have three of their own – a baby and
years, but when I heard the news, I felt I had
two-year old sisters to Isaac.
to do something,” Amy told me from her
“When we had the diagnosis of
Hertfordshire home. “I had met Isaac earlier
Neuroblastoma, our whole world was turned this year when he and Rob came to collect a
upside down – the older children were
pair of rescued kittens – and I was struck
devastated – but I don’t think that Isaac
then by what an adorably sweet little boy he
realises how ill he is or what is happening to is.”
him. Those first couple of weeks were hell – She had enjoyed a ten-year career in
I wouldn’t have been able to speak to you
advertising and marketing, but had taken a
four weeks ago without breaking down, but
dramatic career turn when she started her
we don’t have time to fall apart, although
own dog-walking and pet-sitting business,

Fundraising
appeal takes off
for Isaac’s rare
cancer

for shade-loving plants. Mallow, red valerian,
gorse and even ragwort – which can be
poisonous to livestock – were all heralded
for their intrinsic value for wildlife.
“There are loads of arguments for re-thinking
public bedding schemes,” said Frances.
“Pelargoniums may look beautiful, but have
no benefit for wildlife, so why not use
cranesbill which is our native geranium,
which does? It’s a question of the aesthetic
versus the practical.
by Andrew South “There are also implications from the buying
in of bedding plants from who-knows-where,
A panel of expert gardeners has suggested
grown in compost from who-knows-where?
that local authorities could do more to
Is it peat-based? Probably. Has it been
encourage wildlife in the management of
treated with chemicals? Probably. Have they
road verges and extensive flower beds
been flown in from Holland via South Africa?
across the district.
Probably. So if we’re actually growing wild
The Autumn Reads:Modern Nature event
organised by Creative Folkestone had been perennials, we’re not having to import them
and adding to the environmental burden as
intended to be a walk around the wild
hotspots of Folkestone, but was necessarily well.
held as a YouTube presentation as the next Helen Lindon added her experience to the
argument.
best thing in the circumstances.
The panel consisted of horticulturalist, writer “My cranesbill is still in flower, looks
absolutely
and broadcaster Frances Tophill ( BBC
stunning and it’s
Gardener’s World; ITV Love Your Garden
gone all the way
among many other TV appearances), and
four expert local gardeners: Helen Lindon an through. I’ve cut
artist who has re-wilded her own Folkestone my wildflower
meadow once this
garden; Suzi Ashworth of Folkestone
year, taken away
Harbour Yarns; Gini Mitchell a community
the cuttings
and school garden champion; and Phil
because you can’t
Green, a wildlife gardener, former site
enrich the soil for
manager for the White Cliffs Countryside
wildflower
Project.
The event highlighted the important role that meadows, which
means you don’t
we all have in providing wild places and
some of the interesting plants in the area, on have to use
chemicals or
the basis that there is no such thing as a
mulch. You then
weed – just a plant in the wrong place.
have the seeds
Nettles are crucial for moths, butterflies,
for the next year
aphids and ladybirds and for the
adventurous, full of goodness to eat as well. and it becomes
self-perpetuating
Brambles are regarded as a ‘thug’ but they
– it’s a beautiful
are a key populator of open spaces,
thing to watch.”
providing a valuable function by growing
upwards and consequently providing places The mowing of

Gardeners call for
councils to rethink re-wilding

grass verges was raised as an area for
council money-saving.
“The Council would save so much money if
they didn’t keep mowing the grass verges,”
said Dina Mitchell. “And they always seem to
do it at the wrong time when the wild flowers
are all in bloom and just about to set seed as
well. It would be lovely if the council would
just leave them to it really.”
Phil Green acknowledged that there may be
safety reasons for the cutting of some
verges.
“But the verges are definitely cut too often
and at the wrong times,” he said. “But
councils are driven very much by the
perception of the public – it’s the public who
complain when verges aren’t being mown,
so it is the public that needs to get a different
mindset. People should be telling the council
not to mow the verges – councils largely
respond to feedback from the public, so
maybe things can change if the council is
told.”
Frances Tophill drove home the message

Damian Collins MP

Our Man In Westminster

about us all being activists and taking responsibility for change.
“We all have the power to be activists and it can be the smallest thing
such as writing a letter to the council, shaming them even into the fact
that they have mown the verge or cut the hedge during the nesting
season, saying that ‘I don’t want you to do this and I want to put my
voice to the argument that I appreciate the wildflowers and biodiversity’.
They will respond and we can all play a role in that – and they will
probably thank us because it will cost them a lot less money in
maintenance.”
Helen Lindon highlighted the work that is being done with the District
Council.
“We have worked with the Council to remind them of what they
promised to do on the first anniversary of their declaration of a climate
emergency, and that
helps those who
want to work in the
way that we are
suggesting.”
It shouldn’t be all
about complaining
however, according
to Phil Green.
“It’s also important to
let councils know
when they are doing
something right,
send them praise
about things you do
approve of.
Organisations are so used to receiving complaints, but praise is
something that they are more likely to take notice of and probably more
so.”
You can find the whole presentation and discussion on YouTube by
looking for ‘Modern Nature – Frances Tophill’, whose new book Rewild
Your Garden – described by Alan Titchmarsh as “a refreshing, uplifting
and positive look at the true value of a garden” – is available now from
all the usual outlets.
The event will certainly have provided some food for thought for
decision makers in local councils, especially in view of their commitment
to tackle the climate emergency. A new way to look at flower beds and
think about planting of native shrubs which need little or no maintenance
would be a far better way to go, and help our struggling wildlife too…

Phil Sterling
Garden Service

All it takesis one call for a complete gardenservice,
that is professionalreliable and friendly. Most of all it is
built around your needs, whether my services be weekly,
fortnightly or monthly, Iʼll alwaysgetthejobdone.

• Paving • Driveways • Decking • GrassCutting
• Fencing• Garden Make Over • Garden Walls
• Pruning • Hedge Cutting • Ponds • Tree Work

And muchmore…
Telephone: 01797364952 Mobile: 07548201324
philsterling06@gmail.com
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On Tuesday 8 December the NHS carried out the first
vaccinations in the world from a clinically approved
COVID-19 vaccine. This is a fantastic achievement, and
it is incredible to think that this vaccine has been
developed, tested and now delivered, in ten months. I
was pleased to see that East Kent is benefiting from the
vaccine straight away. The William Harvey Hospital in
Ashford is one of the first fifty covid vaccine delivery
centres established around the country, and the first
person they administered it to was Mr Kenneth Lamb, a
great-grandfather from New Romney.
The COVID-19 vaccine will be administered across the
country and based on clinical need. The most
vulnerable people will be vaccinated first and the
general vaccination of residents in care homes is
expected to commence after Christmas. People will be
contacted by the NHS and offered an appointment to
receive the vaccine. It will be a matter of personal
choice as to whether someone accepts this offer, but
we hope that everyone does. The more people who
have been vaccinated, the quicker we will get control of
the virus. Also, you do not need to contact the NHS or
your GP surgery to arrange an appointment to receive
the vaccine, they will contact you when it is your turn.
The vaccine will also be delivered in special centres,
rather than at GP surgeries.
On Tuesday I raised with the Health Secretary, Matt
Hancock, during a question and answer session in the
House of Commons, not only how pleased I was to see
the arrival of the vaccine, but also to state the
importance of people accepting the offer to receive it
when that is made. In particular I raised my concern
that anti-vaccine disinformation on social media might
dissuade some people from taking it. This was a
concern I also raised last week at an online
international meeting of parliamentarians focused on
tackling social media disinformation, including
representatives from the USA, Canada, France,
Germany and India.
Recent analysis by researchers at CounterAction found
large quantities of anti-vaccine disinformation on
Facebook. This included more than 30,000 posts in
Germany, which for example compared vaccinations
with the Holocaust, claimed there would be a “vaccine
genocide” and that the vaccine will cause cancer. Their
analysis found two million Germans were members of
groups sharing such content.
According to the campaign group Avaaz the top ten
websites spreading health disinformation on Facebook
have almost four times as many estimated views as
content shared from the websites of the world’s ten
leading health institutions. Here, Facebook’s own
algorithms are pushing anti-vaxx content over authentic
health information
The impact of this is declining trust in the vaccine.
According to research by the Hamburg Center for
Health Economics, 70% of Germans said they would
take the vaccine in April 2020, but last month that had
fallen to 57%. The same research showed that 69% of
people in the UK would now take it, but in France it was
just 46%.
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Fire-hit Hythe
family urges
checks on fire
alarms
A family whose home was destroyed by fire last month has issued an
appeal to ensure that fire alarms are working correctly in the week
running up to Christmas – and beyond.
A father-of-three and his daughter who escaped the fire are urging
residents to test their smoke alarms once a week.
David Sercombe and his 22-year-old daughter Bronte, were the only
ones home on the morning of 18 November, when a fire broke out in
the stairwell leading to the basement of the property off Sandling
Lane, in Saltwood, Hythe.
Their smoke alarms didn’t sound, and instead a local builder made
David aware of smoke coming from an electrical socket. David went
to investigate, by which time black smoke was starting to fill the
house.
“I ran up the stairs to Bronte’s room where she was sleeping, I
grabbed her, and I had in my mind we needed to get to the bedroom
with the balcony,” said David. “Between us we managed to stumble
across the landing through all the smoke.
“We were really disorientated - we couldn’t see anything, and we
couldn’t breathe. We were desperately trying to hold our breath and
at that point, I thought we weren’t going to make it.”
The pair managed to reach the fresh air on the balcony and called
dialled 999. With guidance from the 999 call operator, they were able
to climb down safely and made their way to the front of the house, to
meet arriving fire crews.

Electric vehicle
revolution
drives
reduction in
Council carbon
footprint
by Andrew South

“It was like something out of a horror film, being on that landing. I
can’t put into words how scary it was. I thought we were going to die,”
said Bronte.
At the height of the fire, five fire engines, a height vehicle and a bulk
water carrier were sent to the scene, and crews wearing breathing
apparatus used hose reel jets to bring the flames under control. Kent
Fire & Rescue Service’s Volunteer Response Team also attended to
support the family.
The fire, which is believed started accidentally due to an electrical
fault, caused extensive damage to the house.
Following their traumatic experience, the Sercombe family has
praised the work of the fire service and are encouraging others to be
more conscious of fire safety.
"The support the fire service gave us was actually incredible, and I
cannot fault the aftercare service that we've had from them,” said
David.
“We just feel very, very lucky we got out alive. We’ve lost everything.
We’ve lost our home, and everything within our home. It is
devastating and the only positive we can take from what’s happened
to us, is to urge others to make sure their homes are as safe as
possible.”
At this time of year, homes will be full of additional electrical
equipment such as Christmas lights and image projectors, putting
extra strain on electricity supply and potentially old wiring systems.
"Check your smoke detectors and replace the batteries regularly, and
also look at your windows and doors and have a fire escape plan in
place for different scenarios.
“People we know have said to me what they’ve done as a result of
our fire, and it’s really heartened us to hear some good might be
coming out of this.”
The officer in charge of the incident, Station Manager Rob
Groombridge, said: “What happened to the Sercombe family home is
absolutely devastating for them all, and our thoughts are with them at
such a difficult time. Thankfully, both David and Bronte were
unharmed.
“You can help to reduce the risk of a fire or emergency in your
home by ensuring you have smoke alarms fitted on each floor of your
home and testing them once a week. It’s a good idea to have
an escape plan too, so everyone in the household knows how to get
to safety in an emergency.”
There is plenty of help and advice available at: www.kent.fire-uk.org.

South East
Waste
Waste &
&
Property
Property

Maintanance

FULLY INSURED
REGISTERED WASTE CARRIER
NO JOB TOO BIG OR SMALL
CHEAPER THANASKIP

Please contact us for a FREE Quotation
Telephone: 07494 800 992
Maintanance: Shed Bases / Fencing / Patios
Hedge Trimming / Overgrown Ivy / Tree Work / Jet washing
WASTE REMOVAL : Commercial & Domestic

With the UK Government’s recent
announcement of the banning of new
cars powered by fossil fuels by 2030 and the District and other local councils’
commitment to tackling the climate
emergency - there are increasingly
positive signs that a greener and cleaner
future is at last on the local and national
agenda.
All the major
vehicle
manufacturers
are now taking
seriously the
impact of their
cars on the
environment,
and finding ways
to extend
journeys
powered by
clean renewable
electricity. More
than 30 new ‘plug-in’ vehicle models have
been launched in 2020 according to the
Society of Motor Manufacturers & Traders
(SMMT)
Over the next few years, we can expect the
number of electric vehicles (EVs) offered by
manufacturers to snowball. The car
industry’s heavy-hitters have been
transforming their businesses and plunging
millions into the design and development of
electric cars and consequently, we’re going
to see the fruits of that huge investment in
the not too distant future.
The most recent set of figures from the
SMMT in October shows that the electric car
market is growing quickly with around
164,100 pure-electric cars on UK roads at
the end of September – and more than
373,600 plug-in models including plug-in
hybrids (PHEVs). And the technology to

keep these cars moving for longer is improving
rapidly – Volkswagen’s ID3 can travel 300
miles on a 15-minute charge, and most cars
now have a 200-mile range.
Around 10.5 per cent of total new car
registrations are now either pure-electric or
PHEVs, and the figure is growing every day,
with more than 200 plug-in vehicle models
available to prospective purchasers – a
remarkable shift in car-purchasing habits in
just a few years. In 2014, an average of 500
electric cars were registered each month, but
this has increased to an average of almost
12,100 per month for 2020. That figure is being
reflected by the number of electric vehicle
owners in our own district, where the figure
has doubled in the last three years from 127 in
2017 to 252 in June this year.
But the inevitable increase in the purchase of
cleaner vehicles must also be met by a
comparable means of being able to charge
them. There are around 34,500 UK charging
points at present and becoming more readily
available all the time.
With this revolution in the car market, the
District Council is joining the move to
encourage the switch to electric vehicles with a
£40,000 scheme to provide on-street charging
points in Folkestone, Hythe and New Romney.
The 15 fast chargers will be installed on
lampposts in various locations across the
district, including three taxi ranks.
Folkestone & Hythe district councillors agreed
recently to spend the money from the Climate
Change Reserve fund, as another way of
reducing the district’s carbon footprint.
There are already six charging points provided
by the Council and a further 23 by commercial
businesses. The Council is also working with
Kent County Council (KCC) to secure funding
from the Office for Low Emission Vehicles
(OLEV) to provide more charging points in car
parks.
Some people, however, remain reluctant to
make the change amid uncertainty about the
frequency of recharging and where they can
do this. KCC Cabinet Member for the
Environment, Cllr. Susan Carey has been a
keen advocate of the EV cultural change.
“I’ve had an electric car myself for more than
two years, and in practice I’ve not found this to

be a problem,” she told The Looker.
“Many people will be able to recharge at
home from a normal electric socket as I
do, and others will get a fast charger
installed when they buy the car.
“Private businesses such as petrol
stations, supermarkets and pubs are also
providing charging points. The overall
network is growing all the time, and this
will pick up pace as the number of electric
vehicles increases.”
Canny local authorities could capitalise on
this as a way to revitalise town centres,
with drivers having a spare half-an-hour
to kill while their vehicles are re-charging.
District Councillors have agreed that the
electricity provided to cars parked on the
street should be charged at a rate of 25p
per kwh with the exact locations of the onstreet chargers still to be decided.
“We have nearly completed the work on
our Carbon Action Plan which seeks to
reduce the greenhouse gas emissions
from the Council's own estate,” said
Green Party Councillor and Chair of the
Climage Change Working Group, Lesley
Whybrow. “We will then be looking at
ways we can work with local residents to
help reduce the carbon footprint of the
wider district."
Councillor David Godfrey, F&HDC
Cabinet member for Housing,
Transportation and special projects said:
“The Council is increasing access to
charging points for our residents, and we
feel it is good use of some of the money
that we earmarked last year to reduce the
district’s carbon footprint.
“There is so much more to do over and
above electric vehicles which is why the
Council’s Climate Change Working Group
is looking at a number of different projects
which may lower our environmental
impact.”
At county level the Council secured £1.5
million in funding from Highways England
earlier this year, to provide 50 electric
vans and a dozen new electric vehicle
charging points. Kent businesses can
apply to trial an electric vehicle for up to
two months to see how the switch to
electric could benefit their business and
Kent’s environment – the vehicles are due
to arrive in mid-January and interested
businesses
can email lowcarbon@kent.gov.uk for
more information.
The Looker will follow the increasing decarbonisation of our local authorities - and
how residents can help towards a zerocarbon district by 2030 - over the coming
months.
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it is desirable for the economy, and respectable,
and more important to have a trendy home and
lifestyle, than to make ends meet! Never more so
than at Christmas time. And yet it is a big
consumer con trick. Debt is the biggest cause
of misery and unhappiness and relationship
breakdown in UK, and a big contributor to
mental ill health.
What are the essentials of life? To have a roof
over your head, beds, chairs and tables, to have
enough to eat, and warm clothing. After that
everything else is a luxury. You do not need to
have top of the range this or that. Maybe the
economy ranges from supermarkets isn’t the
best quality, but “want must be your master” We
have all had times, when bottom end ranges
were the best we could afford. Far better to have
This has been a tough year for loads of people,
Lidl’s 20p dry spaghetti, than add to your
and the authorities are telling us that personal
mountain of consumer debt. Which all has to be
debt is sky rocketing. To the generation behind
paid back remember, with interest if you don’t
us, debt was a big shameful secret, and it had
pay it off every month. Using credit cards wisely
not long ceased to be a criminal offence, with the can give you up to six weeks free credit, but
debtor’s prisons. When both our widowed
remember the Martin Lewis chant “Pay it off- in
mothers came to stay with us, they both fretted if full”
they thought a fuel bill would lie on the mat for a
Resist the advertising this Christmas, and shop
few days. We kept reassuring them that you
carefully, buying from a list you have brought
only get cut off after months of angry red
with you, and know you need. We all like treats,
reminders. And I don’t think they are allowed to
but keep them in moderation. Looks like none of
cut off pensioners anyway. But that was their
us will be having massive family parties this year.
mindset.

Christmas problems!

DEBT

Check on the sugar content of everything. If they
are more than 10g per 100g, you are sure to put
on weight. Also check fat content and the traffic
lights, anything that is red is for minimal
consumption only. Consumer programmes have
often called out so called healthy options. They
have often no less calories, fat, sugar or salt. So
don’t be enticed into buying so called healthy
options for twice the price. No one wants to be a
kill joy, and stop people enjoying themselves, but
if you eat too much of the wrong things, you will
only hate yourself at the beginning of January,
when you have acquired an extra half a stone!
And researchers have shown that people aren’t
any happier with OTT consumption at Christmas,
than 30 or 40 years ago!

The average intake on Christmas day, is about 56,000 calories, about three times the usual
consumption. So if you want to have a blow out,
you could have a frugal few days before and
afterwards to make up for it. Remember your
Which brings us onto the next problem.
alcohol intake. Alcohol is made by fermenting
something in sugar, so always contains sugar
and calories. If you have four or five drinks on
Christmas day, you could be adding another
Tesco is running the slogan, “there is no naughty thousand calories. Don’t forget plenty of walks to
list this year” They are pandering to the fact we
walk it off. It is fun out walking on Boxing Day,
have all had a tough time. Of course it is not true. watching children master their new bikes and
Manufactured treats seems be multiplying by the scooters! (, Monday 28th December is the bank
thousand!! They all sound magnificent, but as a
holiday for Boxing Day. So an extra long
nurse I imagine contain about 10million calories
weekend.)
per slice! When did we decide the traditional
So have a good Christmas, without indulging so
treats, weren’t enough? And the overload of
much you will live to regret it!!
confectionary seems to get worse every year!

WEIGHT

Contrast the situation to nowadays, when we are
positively encouraged to get into debt, being told

New units arriving for 2021 contact us for more information

A new Life for Romney
Resource Centre…
by Andrew South

do it. I wanted to do the
Commando course, and I
knew that I would complete
it – and that is something
that I took with me into the
corporate world.
“The Marines gave you a
great sense of camaraderie
– and also made you a bit
obnoxious at times(!) – but
that level of self-discipline
and the need to follow
processes applies to
anyone.
“I have worked with US
corporates and later those
in Japan, either setting them
up from scratch or being
able to share my particular
expertise in IT, and it all
comes back to my life in the
Marines.”
Tony views this year as a
chance for businesses to
take stock and rethink how they have done things in the past and
how they might adapt in the future.
“As an example, the landlord of the Pilot Inn in Dungeness is
building an extension – he is looking to the future,” cites Tony. “And
the go-ahead for the new business hub in Mountfield Road is very
welcome news for us and the area as a whole. We will be in a prime
position to offer added value and help to new businesses in our
road.”
So with a new positive leadership in place, we’re sure that the
Marsh will be hearing more noise emanating from the Romney
Resource Centre as it adapts to a post-covid future.
For more information about the Centre’s wide range of study
programmes, careers advice, vocational courses and functional and
specialised courses, have a look at: www.romney-resource.co.uk,
where a new ‘Life’ is beckoning for those who want it…

The Romney Resource Centre in Mountfield Road, New
Romney, is set to take on new challenges which 2021 is likely
to present with the appointment of a new Chairman to its
experienced team of education, training and life-coaching staff.
Tony Life has come back to the Marsh after an illustrious military
career and work as a go-getting business consultant across Europe,
Africa and the Middle East. Already on the Board of Trustees, he
had become involved with the Centre when meeting Chief
Executive Officer, Chris Pollard - who is similarly passionate about
the benefits of travel and what can be learnt about how other
countries do things – at a jobs fair in Folkestone..
“Under Chris’s guidance, the Romney Resource Centre is financially
strong,” he told me. “And I think that the skills I can bring will only
help to develop RRC in the future.
“If you are an entrepreneur who has built up a business as far as
you can go, you need to think differently. Just because something
has always been done that way, it doesn’t mean that you shouldn’t
challenge the old ways.”
He is keen to shout loudly about the achievements and quality of
service that the Resource Centre is able to provide to the Marsh on
its education and training programmes.
“I think that the school under Amanda King is doing really well, and
I’d like more people to know about it, so we should shout boldly and For further information about the Partnership, have a look at:
www.rmcp.org.uk.
brassily about that. There are areas across the Marsh which are
very different in terms of background, education and age, but
people are still doing things in their lives which they didn’t think they
could do.”
Tony’s vision goes beyond just providing a centre of excellence for
the local population to better themselves, however.
“I would like people in London to view the Marsh as the place to
aspire to come to where there are opportunities for people who
want to achieve,” he suggests with no little ambition.
It is Tony’s life and work that has shaped this level of positive
thinking in both the military
and commercial
sectors.
And like many
journeys, Tony’s
return to the Marsh
sees him complete
a round trip which
started on the
Romney Hythe &
Dymchurch
Railway.
“My first job as a
teenager was as a
‘firelighter’ and
travelling

guard on the Railway – or any sort of work that needed doing. At
that time, I thought my whole career was going to be with the
RH&DR!
“But then an opportunity with the military came along and the Royal
Marines broadened my horizons and taught me that if you really
want to do something, you have to work at it and you will eventually
Page 14
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Martello 24 plans for
Easter re-opening –
and the next five years
by Andrew South
This year has of course been potentially catastrophic for all
the excellent visitor attractions we have on our doorstep, from
the Folkestone Harbour Arm to the Dungeness Lighthouse,
which have been blighted by the pandemic and the extended
Tier 3 restrictions.

displays will take, but we are hoping to have them in place for our
re-opening at Easter next year, on Friday, April 2nd – Covid
restrictions permitting.”
The Friends’ team of volunteers continues to work with that target in
mind, undertaking weekly visits to check that the Tower is still
sound, and to mop up and empty buckets if necessary.
The Tower’s Trustees are scheduled to meet in early January to
discuss how they go about achieving the re-opening in the current
pandemic climate. The Friends have already undertaken Risk
Assessments, but these will need to be re-assessed to meet
whatever the Covid-19 protocols are in place at the time.
While the Friends have built a good team of reliable volunteers,
there is still room for more to help out if the Tower is to re-open on
the same basis as previously, at weekends and bank holidays from
2pm to 4pm, and to help with bespoke guided visits.
“The more volunteers we have makes it easier for us all,” adds
But the Martello 24 Tower in the centre of Dymchurch has at least a Peter. “So we are asking everyone to consider how they could help
modicum of good news to share - and with hopes of re-opening in
us, especially if they are interested in our amazing heritage, and
2021. The Friends of Martello 24 which has worked hard to make
communicating the story about the role the Tower has played in our
the Tower presentable to the visiting public, has been managing it
history over more than two hundred years.”
on behalf of English Heritage under a formal Managed Properties
You can find out more about what would be involved as a volunteer
Agreement (MPA). This partnership agreement formally sets out the at: www.theromneymarsh.net/stewardmartello24.
respective responsibilities of English Heritage and the Friends of
Martello 24.
The Friends of Martello 24 opened the Tower to the public in July
2017, under a three-year MPA, which expired this year, so the
extension for a longer period has been welcomed by the group.
“It was English Heritage who suggested the five-year agreement,”
the Friends’ Peter Faulkner told The Looker, “which says something
about the job we have all done over the last three years and the
confidence they have in us – well done do us all!”
That isn’t the only glad tiding to come the way of the Friends,
however - they have also been awarded a grant of around £9,000
from the Folkestone & Hythe District Council High Street Grant
Scheme, which is intended to help them provide new interpretative
displays and a scale model of the Tower.
“We are of course delighted to have been awarded this amount,
which will go some way to helping us improve on the compelling
story we have to tell about the Tower’s history,” said Peter. “We
have yet to agree with English Heritage exactly what form the new

Computer Maintenance
and Repair

by Local People
Having problems with your IT?
Computer not working as it used to? If your computer is running slow, or even if it seems dead....
We can help!
ContactThe Computer

People Now for a Free, No ObligationQuotation

Church Approach, New Romney, Kent, TN28 8AS
Shop: 01797 363385 Ali: 07802 470 675 Dave: 07970 804 060

enquiries@thecomputerpeopleltd.co.uk

Scouts do their best Lord Lieutenant thanks
Romney Marsh Scout
Leaders
Local Scout Leaders received a very special thank you
from Her Majesty’s Lord-Lieutenant of Kent, The Lady
Colgrain for the exceptional work they have undertaken
for Scouting, locally in 2020.
Local Leaders in Lydd, New Romney, St Mary’s Bay and
Dymchurch have been awesome. Face to Face
Scouting was suspended in March but - Scouts never
give up and the Leaders have found innovative and
creative ways to Carry On Scouting!!. Youngsters have
been involved in ZOOM quizzes, meetings, craft
sessions and challenges. Camp at Home has featured
prominently in the programme with St Georges Day;
MAY-hem and #camp at home hosted by
Northumberland Scouts, where Dymchurch Scouts were
part of a World Record Achievement for the largest ever
Camp at Home.
Leaders supported Wildlife Trusts’ 30 Days Wild
Campaign in June, with local environmental projects.
Youngsters worked on Bird boxes; Quizzes; Bug Hotels;
Surveys, Scavenger Hunts and Feeding stations. The
Leaders got involved too with a Yoga Challenge, creating
poses to represent snakes; flamingos; butterflies; mice
and seals! All crazy and great fun.

Scouts have pulled together to respond
to this unprecedented crisis and make
sure our communities are safe and well
cared for.”
Summing up District Commissioner,
Janet said “We are all very
proud of our young people
and our volunteer Leaders,
who work closely together,
supporting each other across
groups. They are an absolute
credit to the Romney Marsh
District Scouting movement. A
huge, epic thank you to them
District Commissioner
all.”
Janet Thomas

Pictured left...
1st Lydd Building a 5 Star Bug Hotel
1st New Romney
Camp Cook

Pictured right...
1st Dymchurch
Painting Kindness Pebbles

Sterry Funeral Service

Lady Colcrain
HM Lord Lieutenant of Kent

Angie & Sam
Yoga Butterflies
1st St Mary’s Bay

September gave us the opportunity to resume F2F
Scouting and as Scouts, Leaders were prepared. An
Outdoor programme included games; hikes; cooking and
treasure trails. The youngsters were really pleased and
excited to have some normalcy back in their lives. The
recent Lockdown means we all reverted to virtual
scouting, but plans are already in place for Christmas
celebrations and when we are able to resume F2F
Scouting.
In her letter The Lady Colgrain stated “I commend the
Leaders for taking on the challenge of starting Scouting
up again after the initial lockdown. It is an absolute
credit to them that children have been able to continue
with their Scouting activities in various forms during the
pandemic. The work involved in this is such a huge task
and we are so grateful to have wonderful volunteer
Leaders, who are willing to take this on to benefit
children in the County. We celebrate the way Kent

Proudly serving your local community since 2003
Sterry Funeral Service are here to support and guide you. We offer a
friendly, professional service to families.

Folkestone

Hythe

01303 272 525

01303 264 400

93 Cheriton High Street,
CT19 4HE

41 High Street,
CT21 5AD

•
•
•
•

24-hour service
Bereavement advice
Transparent pricing
Private chapel of rest

•
•
•
•

Floral tributes
Memorial masonry
Home visits
Prepaid funeral plans

Call us for immediate support, advice or to arrange a
home visit. We are here to help 24 hours a day.

www.sterryfuneral.co.uk
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The Looker invited the leaders of all of our urban coast councils (twice!) to
send a message to the people of their towns, parishes and district. These are
the responses we received...
Cllr David Monk
Leader of Folkestone & Hythe District
Council
Well what a year we have endured, let us
hope that the
vaccination
programme
enables us to beat
the virus and that
we are able to
return to some
form of normality
in the New Year. I
must take this
opportunity
to praise
the
dedication
of our
officers and the tremendous work that the
three community support hubs and their
volunteers have done throughout this crisis.
We, at the Council, are doing everything that
we can to facilitate a bounce back for our
local economy. Despite a large drop in our
income we have continued to provide all of
our services as well as coping with the
additional burdens caused by the epidemic,
one of which was/is distributing the
government business support grants both the
statutory and the discretionary amounting, so
far, to over £27,000,000 across over 2000
businesses.

bounce back by not increasing parking charges,
financial considerations unfortunately prevent
us from reducing them.
In closing I wish to thank the Looker for its
unbiased coverage and wish it and you a
healthy, happy and prosperous Christmas and
New Year. Stay safe.
David

Cllr. Graham Allison,
Chairman St. Mary’s Bay & St. Mary-inthe-Marsh Parish Council

Christmas is a time for reflection, and
nobody could have foreseen the disruptive
year we have all witnessed. Christmas will
be different for us all this year and we
should take time to reflect and give thanks
to those who have helped us through the
turmoil of the past nine months. Good
wishes and thanks are directed at key
workers, volunteers of the Romney Marsh
Hub and all those Marsh local shops who
remained well stocked with food and
provisions, and still continue to offer home
delivery services. The local shops at St.
Mary’s Bay have been invaluable to our own
parish. Without the dedication of those
workers, residents would not have been
able to cope with the national restrictions
imposed upon us all.
We give thanks to those who have
encouraged social distancing in premises
The response from the public in helping to
and the good Samaritans who have helped
cope with the situation has been truly
amazing, who knew that our communities are to keep our area reasonably safe. Whilst
events and activities were curtailed this
so caring? Not only are they caring they are
year, parishioners at St. Mary’s Bay and St.
sensible and the vast majority follow the
Mary in the Marsh still managed to observe
containment rules which kept our infection
two commemorative services: VE & VJ Day
rate lower than other parts of Kent. So why
and Armistice Day. Whilst it may be
are we in tier three? Basically, from the
sometime before social life returns to a form
beginning, the whole of the containment
of normality, let us all hope for brighter and
programme has been about stopping the
NHS from being overwhelmed and that is still better things in 2021. St. Mary in the Marsh
Parish Council wishes a Merry Christmas
the case. I hope that we will come down a
tier soon because the hospitality industry has and Happy New Year to one and all.
been really hit hard and so many jobs are
linked to it.
Although we have had a severe drop in
income (have I mentioned that before?) and
need to find several million pounds over the
next four years we are proposing only a 2%
increase on our council tax for 2021/22 and
to help create a positive atmosphere for the

Cllr. Tim Prater, Chairman
Sandgate Parish Council
I’ve been blown away by our community in
2020. Families shopping for neighbours,
people volunteering at Community Hubs,
collecting for charity, bringing a little light

into people’s life.
Local businesses
that have
adapted so fast
to find new ways
to survive and
serve.
It takes pressure
to make
diamonds. There’s
been such huge
pressure,
and

Sandgate has shone. Thank you all.
I was honoured to be elected as
Sandgate Council Chairman in May,
succeeding Robert Bliss. We expected
he’d be around to give us guidance,
and to gently tell me off, for years.
Tragically that wasn’t to be, and Robert
passed away in August. We all miss
him.
Despite the challenges Sandgate has
still got things done.
Being the only “locally run” Kent Library
allowed us to re-open Sandgate Library
in September where many others could
not. Although Lockdown 2, and Tier 3,
have added challenges, we remain
open for ‘click-and-collect’ services.
We’ve taken over the management
of Fremantle/Enbrook Valley Park from
the District Council, enhanced the
maintenance and facilities and shown
that bit more TLC.
Our new Sandgate CCTV system,
covering our shopping areas and
Sandgate Park, is now operational. It
should make our already safe area feel
even safer.
And through the year, I’ve been
humbled that so many people took
some time to remember on VE Day, VJ
Day and Remembrance Sunday. We
did not, and will not, forget.
Thanks to Leonie Wootton and the
Sandgate Community Garden team
who’ve delivered projects including the
Community Garden in Saga’s grounds,
and planters in Sandgate High Street,
Golden Valley parade, Fremantle Park
and the Esplanade. I was delighted

to deliver to Leonie the KALC
Community Award 2020 that she so
deserved.
Finally, all best wishes for
Christmas. Here’s hoping that 2021
brings health, happiness, vaccinations,
and time with those we love.
Cllr. Deana Coker, Lady Chair,
Dymchurch Parish Council
As we come
to the end of 2020, it
will be a year that we
look back on as a
one like no
other. It has
made me
proud to live in
our village,
seeing the
community
come
together.
Businesses
diversifying,
neighbours
supporting each other, the good
spirit of the village coming through in the
most difficult times. Thursday evenings
saw the community come together to say
thank you to carers, and throughout the
village we heard clapping, cheering,
singing and saucepan lids banging in an
amazing
response.
We were blessed with a wonderful warm
spring and summer, which saw visitors
flock to the coast. A shout out to the
amazing Romney Marsh Litter Pickers
who do an amazing job keeping
Dymchurch “litter free”, and are always
happy to welcome new volunteers.
The VE day celebrations were a great
success under difficult circumstances
and it was great to see so many roads
and streets come together to celebrate.
We now look forward to 2021 with hope
of life returning to as near as normal as
we can expect.
The Parish Council is working hard to
improve the appearance of Dymchurch
and has several projects planned for the
New Year. The Friends of Dymchurch
Rec are moving forward with their plans
to refurbish the Pavilion and encourage
greater community use of the Rec.
Warmest thoughts and best wishes this
Christmas and New Year to you, your
families and loved ones.
Cllr. Paul Thomas, Mayor of New Romney
Town Council

This year has been the most difficult time
for New Romney, outside of the war
years. We find ourselves in Tier 3, with a
significant number of Covid 19 cases
and, unfortunately, a number of fatalities.
We have all had to modify our lives and
that has meant some of our traditional
events have had to be cancelled or
organised differently to meet the current
Covid restrictions, one example of this is
the Virtual Light Up New Romney
Lantern Parade. We have to stay strong
and focused during the Christmas period
and look to the New Year to start to
rebuild our post-pandemic lives.
Since March, so many people have gone
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the extra mile to help the
most vulnerable
members of our
community. I would like
to thank the care home
staff, local doctors’
surgeries staff, NHS
workers in local
hospitals, carers
in the
community, all
of whom have
put their lives
on the line to
help others.
We can’t
forget the
efforts of our local supermarkets, High St
shops and pharmacies who stayed open
during the pandemic and provided lifesaving support to those residents who
were shielding and vulnerable. Thank
you to the keyworkers, postal service
and voluntary organisations who
continue to support the community –
counselling, youth organisations, Rotary,
Royal British Legion, dementia groups
and adults with additional needs. Central
to these efforts was the Romney Marsh
Community Support Hub. Jon Wilson,
his staff and volunteers provided an
invaluable service to the community to
ensure the most vulnerable residents
had their medication, food and essentials
to survive the pandemic.
We must now look to the future. In New
Romney, we will be moving forward with
the next phase of the Community Hall/
Sports Pavilion, which has stalled during
the pandemic. We are installing steel
bollards around St Martins Field to
prevent anti-social activities & unlawful
encampments. We are taking over the
dilapidated Station Road play-area from
FHDC and will upgrade the facilities to
the same high standard we have on The
Greens and in Fairfield Road. We are
supporting a new venture to open a
Wind-Surfing School, utilising the
dilapidated toilet block on The Greens,
which will also provide a new toilet
facility. We are pleased to support the
new High Street commercial premises
that will open in 2021, one of very few
High Streets that is expanding. We have
plans to upgrade the shelters on The
Greens recognising the increasing use of
our seafront by visitors. We are
establishing a Parish Council Highway
Improvement Plan to consider road
safety issues including speed limits and
parking, which will need resident input.
We have dropped the ball on High Street
Christmas lights, utilising those that have
been in use for many years, so we will
put plans forward to address that in the
coming year.
I would like to thank our Council staff
who have continued to work remotely
throughout the pandemic, our Councillors
who have adapted to the ZOOM platform
to continue to run Council business. Our
local school-teachers and schools for
remaining open, and Eric Brown and the
Litter Pickers for their support and
tireless efforts to keep the town, beaches
and countryside litter-free. I would also
like to personally thank a few younger
people who continue to demonstrate that
New Romney is” the little town with a big
heart”, Sadie at Savages greengrocers,
Katie in Deblyns, Louise at That Pet

Shop and Hannah and Sarah at Bakery
64, they have provided an invaluable
service.
Janet, Sergio and I hope all residents
have a Merry Xmas and a happy and
safe New Year.

Cllr. Michelle Keutenius, Mayor of
Folkestone Town Council
As Christmas and the
end of 2020
approaches, we look
back and reflect on
what has been a year
of unprecedented
change and
uncertainty for us
all. Our normal
routines and
lives have
altered
dramatically
during the
course of the
Covid 19
pandemic.
This will
unfortunately also be reflected in how we
celebrate the festive season when we
would, in normal times, gather with family
and friends.
This year we may be separated from our
loved ones for our and their own safety.
We humans are social creatures so the
isolation we have all felt at times over
this year has, at times, been hard to bear
but hope for something better is
everywhere to be seen. From the
amazing community spirit that has
thrived around us in supporting our
friends and family, to the many
thousands who have volunteered time in
their local community hubs or as NHS
volunteers, to the heroic efforts of our
doctors, nurses, carers, porters and
others working in our hospitals. The
dedication of our public servants,
teachers, police, armed services
personnel, local businesses and all those
who have provided help and support
over these difficult months, I thank you!
To all those who will continue giving their
all over Christmas and New Year, I thank
you all! I would also like to ask everyone
to spare a thought for all those less
fortunate than ourselves; the homeless,
the vulnerable and the lonely. If you have
anything more you can give, please
support them and each other. I wish
everyone a Christmas of peace, good
health and happiness. Merry Christmas
and Happy New Year.
Folkestone’s Mayor has embraced
modern technology by making this
message available as a video recording
which is available either on request, or
on YouTube.
It is easy to forget that councillors
are elected to make decisions for
the benefit of the community, right or
wrong at times, but at least they put
their heads above the parapet with
the intention of making our
communal life better. We wish them
all well along with all the residents
they represent…
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Funding to help
your business
grow
Funding is available for small and medium-sized business owners
within the Folkestone Community Works area looking to grow their
ventures.
The SME Business Grant Scheme offers match-funded grants of up
to £7,500 for equipment which will support further economic
development in the district.
Previous successful applicants, including start-ups and sole traders,
have invested in machinery to introduce new processes and expand
production capacity.
Funding decisions are made by the Local Action Group, made up of
businesses and community leaders.
They next meet early next year – and entrepreneurs should submit
their application by 4 January 2021 if they wish it to be considered
then.
Cllr David Wimble, F&HDC Cabinet Member for the District
Economy, said: “Folkestone Community Works has helped a
number of businesses in the area grow and become a real success
story for the area. “They are especially grateful for the 1-2-1 support
offered by the team throughout the process, so I would definitely
encourage people interested in the programme to get in touch.”
In the past month, nine SME Business Grant Scheme offers have
been made to applicants by Folkestone Community Works, which is
managed by Folkestone & Hythe District Council.
These total £88,000 – including match funding – and cover a
diverse range of organisations including a motor vehicle company,
an online designer, and a health foods business.
The eligible area covers the central, east and harbour areas of
Folkestone. For more information and to apply, visit
folkestonecommunityworks.com

Community Garden
Latest
Update from Sandgate Society

Sunday 6th December: We had another message from our
fleece supplier to say that there will be yet more delays to it
being delivered and without a reason why – perhaps as with
the situation with the shortage of seeds this year with so many
people growing whilst in lockdown, there is now a national
shortage of fleece! Who knows?
We have had some interesting weather this week and
spent time having to put back covers over plants, and
discovered that one of our trees had snapped and was
hanging precariously over the broad beans and onions.
No time to do anything about it this weekend, we shall
see what can be done on Monday! It is clearly colder, but
we still have asparagus shoots popping out above
ground, and petunias in flower. There is a picture below
of a huge collection of snails found hibernating inside a
plant tray. When we started work last year, there were
very few slugs and snails to be found but it is clear they
are being attracted to the garden like the rest of the
wildlife and it is important to keep the plants clean of old
and rotting vegetation around their bases so as not to
make them too welcome!
We are still trundling barrows of wood chips up the hill to
the garden, and one of our barrows has developed a flat
tyre, probably in protest. It is a great way to keep warm
though, all that shovelling and barrowing about.
It was thought that we had finished with planting for the
year but were donated a few Artichoke roots. We now
have two types of artichoke, and they are completely
different. With the Globe Artichoke, the flower is the
edible part, and with the Jerusalem Artichoke (just
planted), the root or tuber is the edible bit. If you do not
like the tubers, the flowers are great for the bees, so it is
worth having a go.
Docker brewery has now released two new brews made
from the dried Hythe hops, which includes our hops from
our plants. There is a ‘Hythe Pale Ale’ and ‘Dark Matter’,
names chosen by the community, and which feature
pictures of growers on the cans. Some of you may
recognise the individual on the can picture below! Docker
say that the beers are ‘more delicious than we could
have hoped’, and information on where to find the beer
can be found on their Instagram or web site. There was a
rumour that the beer can be also be found in the
Sandgate Village shop – how convenient. The first Hythe
hops brew was from Hop Fuzz, and was a green brew
from fresh hops, so this new beer will be different. 10p
from each can sold is being donated by Docker to the
Bumblebee Conservation Trust – such a worthy cause.
What’s next?: Is it worth mentioning the fleece?, Sort
out the wheelbarrow, Sort out the tree and subsequent
damage, Keep bringing wood chips up to the garden,
Still got areas to cover with compost
Pictures: Snapped tree, asparagus spears in December,
hibernating snails, Docker brew, December day.
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and survey before winter starts.

Call 01233 733130 for Kent
or 01825 732655 in Sussex

We do all the work for you without charge –
domestic users will even keep their tank.
bulkgas@novagas.co.uk

The Christmas
Tree Market in
the Goods Yard
was staffed with
elves to prepare
the Canterburygrown arboreal
beauties of all
shapes and
sizes to take
away.
Among the
by Andrew South Christmas
goodies on offer
were beautiful
rugs from
AtlasOrange;
colourful vintage
posters and homewares by Annie Sparks at Chaleureuse UK; the
best in local artistic talent from East Cliff Creatives; brilliant tie-dye
clothing from the perfectly-named Dye Hard Custom Clothin’;
exquisite baubles and bangles from Ellis Studio, among a host of
other excellent imaginative and collectible gifts and festive goodies.

Get festive at the
Harbour Arm’s
Christmas Market

The Folkestone Harbour
Arm’s place in this year’s
Christmas calendar
continues to be affirmed
with a series of weekend
Festive Markets which
began during the first
Saturday and Sunday of
this month.
Taking place this coming
weekend (19th and 20th)
and on Tuesday 22nd
and Wednesday 23rd, in
the Goods Yard,
Customs House, and on
the platform of the
refurbished Folkestone
Harbour Station, there
will be a host of stallholders offering unique
and special gifts and
Christmas
paraphernalia.
The Harbour Arm is concentrating on literally providing a platform for
small, independent makers, traders and creatives, alongside the good
quality food and drink traders.
“We hope to create the perfect opportunity to support small
businesses in a physically distanced, outdoor environment in the run
up to Christmas,” says the Harbour Arm event announcement. “been
a tough year for any independent business, but particularly for those
who operate on a smaller scale or are just starting out. Our hope is

that by putting on an outdoor festive market with a wide range of
products and produce available, you'll be able to get your Christmas
shopping done whilst supporting small, local businesses.”
A stroll around the stalls on the first day of the Festive Market
revealed a mostly-masked and mostly-socially distanced, healthy flow
of browsers and shoppers on a typically crisp but bright winter’s day.

You won’t go hungry or thirsty either as there will be plenty of food
and drink stalls ready to take away, including Dr Legumes with their
ethical, plant-based Christmas food and the Docker Brewery’s new
and originally named ‘Local Lager’. made from Hythe Hops.
With the district still in Tier 3 of the Government’s Covid-19
regulations, the Festive Market organisers are keen to emphasise that
every precaution is being taken to ensure that everyone can enjoy
their visit safely.
“We've looked carefully at the guidance, sought advice of our own
and have taken the decision to go ahead with these markets because
we are confident we can deliver them in line with all the guidance,”
they say. “This will be kept under constant review. We also think it's
really important to provide small, local businesses the opportunity to
generate some income at this time, especially in a safe, outdoor
environment.”
With that in mind, all the traders were wearing masks during my visit
as were the vast majority of shoppers, and there was plenty of space
between and around the stalls.
Folkestone’s Festive Market takes place on December 19th, 20th, 22nd
and 23rd from 10am until 4pm. More information is available at:
www.folkestoneharbourarm.co.uk.
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Romney Marsh From The Air
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Dear Looker,
Firstly I would like to thank you for your
wonderful magazine.
I would like to mention something that has
been posted on social media over the past
few days relating to Princes Parade. (I can
hear the groans of not another rant
coming!)
Firstly people have stated that everyone in
Hythe is against it. This simply is not true.
Like with most things, you always get a
very loud minority.
The real problem has been the ‘shaming’
that people get if they dare state that they
are in favour of this.
I posted on a Hythe residents Facebook
page that I thought it would be nice to have
a coastal park and play area for the
children along with a wider prom (just like it
is between the Hythe Imperial and the
current pool). And the abuse I had not only
made me remove my post, which was my
opinion. But also remove myself from the
group.
I know everyone states that we could have
a pool at Martello lakes and I have read
that the land would only cost a pound. But
how would the council pay for this?
As I see it the Pool will be paid for from the
sale and development of the existing pool,
along with the money from the houses that
will be built along with the coffee shop and
hotel.
The land in question is not a green field
where children can play, it is an overgrown
bramble and gorse patch. If this
development delivers a swimming pool and
brings a quality development then I say
‘bring it on!.
The save princes parade group did a
valiant job over the past few years, but I
fear it is going to be like Donald Trump,
coming to terms with losing the US
election.
We have all had to tolerate change and
building in our area. And as long as the golf

course remains, then this is a price worth
paying, for the families that want to use the
beach and the pool, park and leisure
facilities.
Do you all recall the people who hated the
idea of building behind the imperial hotel?
One of the main ring leaders now lives
there!
Finally yes it will upset some and as a lady
in my 70’s I don’t want to see Hythe turn
into what Eastbourne was like before they
rebranded it recently. A place which is like a
museum and where people move down
from London to retire. Change can be good
Rosmary Haines
Hythe.
Dear Looker,
Poppy Appeal coordinator Lydd.
The yearly poppy Appeal was very
challenging this year with the Covid 19
pandemic and lockdown in progress.
But we soldiered on and was able to
distribute 18 collecting tins all over the
Parish. Unfortunately we had to collect
the tins in early from our pubs and
restaurants. But I can announce that a
total of £2042.01 was raised. This is an
excellent total raised considering the
current pandemic, true local spirit
shone through, also a special and big
well done must go to the parents,
pupils and staff at Lydd primary school
for raising over £400!
I have to thank all the members of the
parish for digging deep in this rubbish
time, Well done all.
Thanks must also go to Rita & Barbara
for the counting of all the tins in a
socially distant way!. Happy Christmas
all. Ho Ho Ho.
Cllr Clive Goddard

To be published shortly

*** Limited Edition ***
Including places and
faces, transport, sports,
events schools and
recreation
150 pages - 250 photos
All profits to be donated to
the Kent Air Ambulance
Reserve your copy now.
Available at Premier
Stores or
Rolfes in New Romney
High Strreet
Or contact John Wimble
on 01797 362295
Or email:
johnwimble@aol.com
Top: An idyllic summer scene on the Marsh. Brookland Cricket Club was one of the founder members and play in the
Kent Village Cricket League.
Bottom: The old Lighthouse, 140ft high, was the fifth to be built at Dungeness.
The new one in the background was built in 1961 because the Power Station
would partly obscure the existing one.

With thanks to Top Banana Banners for the design
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Gaggling geese on the
Marsh
In the second of her Romney Marsh Countryside Partnership
columns for The Looker, Ranger Lottie Glover acquaints us with
an overwintering goose from Siberia and Greenland. Her words
are illustrated by pictures of this long-distance traveller taken by
local birdwatcher, Martin Casemore…
Did you know that a group of geese is known as a gaggle? Over the
last couple of weeks, white-fronted geese have arrived in Kent, with
more than a hundred spotted across the Marsh so far. There are two
races of this species that migrate to the UK to enjoy the relatively
warmer winter weather. The ones visiting us here in Kent are known
as European white-fronted geese and have migrated 2,500- 3,000km
from Siberia. However, the majority of this race spend the winter on
mainland Europe. The other race breeds in Greenland and is logically
known as the Greenland white-fronted goose, and they overwinter in
Ireland and the west coast of Scotland. This species usually arrives in
the UK at the end of October, and returns to its breeding grounds at
the end of March. Around 15,000 white-fronted geese visit the UK
every winter, with around 13,000 from Greenland, and 2,500 from
Siberia.
The white-fronted goose is a medium sized, grey-brown goose, with
orange legs, a large white patch around its beak, and bold black bars
on the belly. The Siberian race has pink bills, whereas the Greenland
birds have orange bills. The geese have a wingspan of 1.4m,
weighing up to 2.5kg, and usually have two young every year. The
geese can be found on wetland and farmland habitats, feeding on

With Christmas just a few days away, we
bring you a duet of festive poems from
the pen of veteran Lydd poet and his
daughter Denise, to bring a seasonal
smile to your face…

grass, leaves, grain, oats, wheat and potatoes.
The white-fronted goose is a species of conservation concern, with a
60 per cent decline in population in the UK over 25 years. Their main
threat is habitat loss due to changes in agriculture and land use,
where changes in agricultural and urban drainage can affect their
overwintering grounds and food source. Climate change may also be
influencing the white-fronted goose population.
There have been white-fronted geese spotted around Lydd in the last
couple of weeks, with larger flocks seen at Sandwich Bay and the Isle
of Sheppey. Other geese that can be spotted across Romney Marsh
include brent geese, greylag geese and Canada eese, with a few feral
barnacle geese around too - there was even a trio of bean geese
spotted recently near Lydd!

Spreading the joy of Christmas

And two chestnuts for my eyes,

As they have done before.

Twigs placed for my arms

The joy I feel at Christmas,

Then came a big surprise!

I would like to share with you,

They dressed me like a city gent

I wish you a Merry Christmas

With top hat and bow tie,

I woke up Christmas morning

And may all your dreams come true.

Now all the children smile at me

And beheld a beautiful sight.

(Dusty Miller)

As they are passing by.

Christmas Joy

It had snowed the night before
And everything was white.
A robin started singing,
His chest a bright red glow.
He hopped upon my windowsill
And left footprints in the snow.
I could hear the happy laughter
Of Children all around,
Christmas bells were ringing,
T’was such a magical sound.
Christmas trees and fairy lights
And round the door,

To bring such joy to others

The Snowman
I started as a snowflake
That drifted to the ground,
Then tiny hands did mould me
And rolled me round and round.
They patted me and shaped me
Into a great big ball,
Then did the same to shape my head
And now I’m six feet tall!
With a carrot for my nose

I’m the happieste snowman ever.
I hope I last all winter,
But it all depends on the weather!
(Denise Leong)
Dusty Miller’s poetry story book A Walk
in the Woods at Christmas is available for
£5 by e-mailing:
sayandragon@aol.com
with all proceeds going to the Padua
Children’s Ward at William Harvey
Hospital.

Vince
Shelly
On The
BOX
‘71’- Cert 15 - More Four

Christmas is a time to eat, drink and be merry and here is a
big slice of Christmas cheese for your yuletide enjoyment.
‘Last Christmas’ is a typical British comedy set to the music
of George Michael and Wham. Kate (Katrina) works in a
Christmas decoration shop and treats life like life has treated
her, that is until she meets Tom. Tom teaches Kate to love
life again and Kate learns to love the elusive Tom.
I'm not going to spoil your viewing by giving away the plot
(and yes, I guessed the twist before it happened) but I will
say if you enjoyed ‘Love Actually’, you'll love ‘Last
Christmas’. It has all the elements of a decent rom-com and
you'll laugh, cry and if you're a Wham! fan be singing along
too. The wonderful Emma Thompson has fun playing Kate's
mum and the dependable Henry Golding plays the love
interest Tom, but Emilia Clarke steals the show as Kate. If
you look carefully you will also spot none other than the
other half of Wham!, Andrew Ridgely!
While we are on the subject of Christmas films ....
here's my top 5:
‘It's a Wonderful Life’ - The daddy of them all. A heartwarming tale of a banker George Bailey who stands to lose
everything and decides to end it all until.....

‘Scrooged’ - Bill Murray’s heartless TV executives receives
‘71’ tells the story of a young soldier Gary Hook (played by the the Scrooge rewrite.
excellent Jack O'Çonnell) who is thrown into the troubles in
‘Home Alone/Home Alone 2’ - Young Kevin McAllister
Belfast.
thwarts the sticky bandits.
When a combined RUC
and Army raid on an IRA
stronghold turns violent,
the result is a full-scale
riot. Hook and his friend
Thommo are accidentally
separated from their unit
and left at the mercy of a
baying mob, hell bent on
revenge. A cold bloodied
shooting leaves an
isolated and terrified Hook
fighting for his life as he
tries to evade the IRA,
while navigating his way
through the dangerous
streets of Belfast in search
of his barracks. Aided and
occasionally assisted by
people he cannot truly
identify as friends or foes,
Hook stumbles around
Belfast in search of salvation. ‘71’ plays on the viewer’s
claustrophobia as we are dragged along streets that all look
alike bar the occasional burnt-out car or bus which illuminates
the Belfast sky. ‘71’ creates an atmosphere that captures the
sense of fear and hopelessness of a community at war with
itself.

‘Love Actually’ - Richard Curtis' Christmas themed rom-com
with a star-studded cast.
‘Last Christmas’ - see above.
In the madness of 2020, these films will come as a welcome
relief.
Merry Christmas!

The film’s impartial approach, or maybe it's just a reflection of
the chaos that ensues, leaves us scratching our heads as we
attempt to work out who the true villains of the piece are. Is it
the IRA, the UVF, the RUC or the British Army as all seem to
be working 'together' against 'each other'. What is not in doubt
is that amongst the chaos sits a young disorientated soldier,
fighting a war he doesn't understand, simply trying to get
home.
Filmmakers have tended to avoid a part of British history that
everyone wants to forget but to its credit, ‘71’ captures the fear
and hatred perfectly and sits alongside the equally brilliant ‘50
Dead Men Walking’, the true story of informant Martin
McGartland, as a reminder of a war that tore a country apart
for decades.
‘71’ isn't easy viewing but it is a worthwhile watch.
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Marsh Memor ie s
pictures. However, Christmas trees with small candles for lights
would be seen and families would also make a small wreath of
greenery to place on the grave of a loved one. Christmas
presents were very sparse with the younger children maybe
getting an orange and perhaps a pencil or crayon. One thing
has changed; the mention of Christmas was only a couple of
Christmas locally over 100 years ago was very different from the
days before Christmas Eve and most decorations would not be
commercial festivities that we enjoy today. There were no modern put up until Christmas Eve.
conveniences then and hardly any houses had electricity and very It is difficult to visualise the cooking of a Christmas dinner
few properties had a gas supply, especially those in the outlying
without gas or electricity. Small wood faggots would have been
parts of the Marsh. However, food and drink was an important part used to heat up the interior of the oven to roast a joint of pork or
of Christmas and Christmas Dinner to most farm workers and their a cockerel. The vegetables would be cooked in a pot hanging
family was one of the highlights of the year. Some farmers were
from a hook over an open fire. After the family had enjoyed their
generous at Christmas and would have a pig killed and give their
best meal of the year, Grandma would wash up and Grandpa
employees a large joint for the family dinner. Pork was greatly
would have short nap. The older children would bring in wood to
prized and pork dripping would be spread on bread for breakfast,
dry for use the next day, fill up buckets of water from the outside
tea and also school lunches.
pump and check there were candles ready for when it got dark.
On Romney Marsh, the Church played an important role in the
Sometimes a bottle of home made wine would be opened and a
lives of the villagers and most children were baptised and
piece of cake was a great treat. In the evening, the family would
confirmed. Some of the winters were very severe with large
toast chestnuts and tell scary ghost stories and after a cup of
accumulations of snow and the Marsh saw blizzards quite often.
cocoa, the children would be sent to bed, tired but happy.
Weather permitting, about a week before Christmas, the Church
Some of the local shops that were busy at Christmastime
choir would set out on their evening rounds in the local towns and included Alfred Bates and Morgans who were butchers in New
villages. They would sing carols outside the larger houses and
Romney High Street and Christopher Clark a grocer in the centre
farms and occasionally they would be invited in for refreshments.
of the town. You could get a drink with Mr. Jarrett in the Cinque
Most families kept a sack of potatoes in the house during the
Ports Inn and Mr. Cooper had the local Wine Merchants. Young
winter and a sack of flour was another important item as some
Daniel was the baker and confectioner in the High Street and
families baked their own bread.
William Richardson was the greengrocer in Littlestone Road.
There were very few indoor Christmas decorations and a few
sprigs of holly and sprays of ivy would be hung around the

Christmas on Romney
Marsh over 100 years ago

Church Round-Up
Well, we are now in Tier 3, but churches
are allowed to have services, under the
old familiar covid restrictions. Some
churches may only be open for private
prayer, while other are doing regular
services, or continuing with internet
services. See your local notices. All
services and plans are subject to
regulations in place at the time.
Food bank, see notice below.

Greatstone St Peters.

The food bank continues to function
weekly. See notes below.
A Carol Service is planned to be
transmitted from 6.30pm on Sunday,
December 20th. If you would like a link to
this service on line, please ring the
church office on above number.
A Christmas Day service is also to be
posted on line. Again ring for the link, or
visit the church website.

Snargate, St Dunstans.

Services have recommenced, at 10.30am
Plans are in progress for a communion
basically.
service on Christmas morning at 9am.
The dedication of the new hall that took
Unfortunately, it is by ticket only, because
th
place on October 25 was a splendid
of covid restrictions, so if you would like
occasion, but of course in the
to come please ring Rev Michael on
circumstances not as splendid as the
01797 361886, or Sylvia on 01797
church would have liked! Rev Sarah
369230. Preference will be given to
Williams returned to be guest of honour,
regular worshippers, and closing date is
as she was one of the original movers
Monday, December 21st. All plans are
and planners 7 years ago. When normal provisional, depending on the rules in
socialising resumes, there will be a
force at the time.
celebration tea.
Christmas Eve. 11.30pm. Christmas Holy
Communion.

Food Banks.

New Romney, at

Christmas Day. Holy Communion, time to Community church,
be confirmed.
on Tuesdays at 5.30you are struggling to
feed your family,
contact above
Services have resumed, basically at
you will be given a
10.30am each Sunday.
obtain enough food

Lydd, All saints.

Sunday, December 20th. Family Worship
and Nativity.

Any donations can
the church, just
session, or any
Christmas Eve. 11.30pm Holy
morning. Just ring
Communion.
so the secretary
Christmas Day. Holy Communion, Time to are there. See note
donating via the
be confirmed
A new church warden has been
appointed, Mr Michael Butten. He has an
introduction and potted history in the
magazine.

ALLIANCE
Construction & Property Investment

Successfully Delivering Affordable Housing Schemes
Across The Folkestone & Hythe District

Proud to sponsor....Marsh Memories & The Looker
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shepwayfoodbank.org.uk The website
will give you an up to date list of
necessities which the foodbank needs.
There is also a new app, called
“spareable app” whereby you can donate
money to buy specific items that are most
needed, and it can be bought and go
straight to the warehouse.

Church Chuckle.
Why did God send angels to tell the
shepherds all about Jesus’ birth?
Because there was no zoom at the inn!

Wit and wisdom.
Since the beginning of lockdown, the
buttons on my jeans have started social
distancing!

Firmager Funeral Service
“A friendly voice at a difficult time”

7pm. If

number, and
voucher to
for 3 days.

• 24hour service

be brought to
before the
weekday
the doorbell,
knows you
below about
internet.

• Home Visits

• Prepaid funeral plans

• Eco Funerals available
• Private Chapels of Rest
• Monumental Mason

Lydd, Hardy Hall,

Fridays, 6.30pm7.30pm. Again, if you
struggling to feed
family, ring 01797
Romney Marsh Community Church.
320345 and you will
Services continue as before, on line, with given a voucher. If
many members of the church taking part. have donations, they
The service is recorded on YouTube, so if be brought to Hardy
before the session.
you would like to tune in, go to church
website and follow the menu. If you would Donations can also
like a direct link, contact the church on
be given at most
01797 366855. If life is feeling grim at the supermarkets, ask
moment, and you need help or advice, or the check- out
to talk to someone, feel free to ring the
where the collecting
above number to speak to pastor or
point is in that store.
others on leadership team. This includes
women if you prefer to speak to a woman. The website address
is https://

By June Gooch

are
your

Owen House,Fairfield Road,
New Romney,Kent, TN28 8HS

be
you
We are located on thesite of Romney Glass.
can
Plenty of parkingavailable.
Hall just

To speakto Helen and Ashley
Telephone: 01797369277
firmagerfuneralservice@funeralpartners.co.uk
person
www.firmagerfuneralservice.co.uk
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The Clifton Hotel
Following the Government’s ruling that Kent is in Tier 3,
we are currently unable to open our restaurant, bar and
marquee to members of the public, which somewhat puts
a potential cloud over your Christmas Day booking.
Whilst there is to be a review on the 16th December, we
do not know if the situation will change, if it does then
great, we will look forward to welcoming you on
Christmas Day, if however, it doesn’t change then, as it
stands, we won’t be able to open, for Christmas Day. In
the event of that happening, we will bring or deliver a
fully cooked, ready to eat Christmas Day Lunch & Festive
Hamper to you on Christmas Day.
The hamper will include: A proper Christmas Day meal

with a selection of Pate, Prawn Cocktail, Charcuterie
Platter and bread with Café d Paris butter.
Traditional Roast Turkey & Roast Beef with all the usual
trimmings and seasonal vegetables.
Christmas Pudding & Brandy Custard, Chocolate
Mousse.
We will also deliver with your meal a festive hamper
containing, half a bottle of wine & half a bottle of bubbly

per person, Christmas cake, Mince pies, Petit fours,
selection of Cheeses & biscuits. All accompanied with
festive crackers & hats.
We aim for this Christmas to be the best ‘different’
Christmas ever so there’s really no need to worry, as we
have got it all covered one way or another we will ensure
you have a Christmas Day Lunch without all the stress of
getting everything ready. Oh and it’s only £70 per person.

